
Buy many small pleasures
rather than fewer large ones.

A helpful collection of tips from

researchers Elizabeth Dunn and

Daniel Gilbert’s meta-analysis “If

money doesn't make you happy, then

you probably aren't spending it right.”

Get the Most

'Happiness'
for your

MONEY
Use your money to
benefit others rather
than yourself.

Buy less insurance and
warranties.

Delay
Consumption.

Consider non-obvious
factors.

Use your herd
resource.

Beware of
comparison shopping.

Buy more experiences
and fewer material
goods.

Activities give back in both form and
function. Purchase experiences that
engage you and create valuable
memories.

And that's no surprise: positive
relationships are the strongest
predictive factor in well-being
research.
Prosocial spending rules!

Frequency is more important than
intensity for overall positive
feelings.
And money is a limited resource!

You think about that dream house:
quiet, near a lake, beautiful vistas...

But what about the mosquitoes?
Bring future purchases out of the
abstract, and fill in the details.

How much others enjoyed something is
one of the best predictors for whether you
will enjoy it.

Follow reviews, ask others what they
enjoyed, and ask friends what they think
you will enjoy.

Avoid 'consume now and pay later'
scenarios, like overusing your credit
card.

Instead, pay now and consume later.
This builds anticipation, a 'free'
source of enjoyment.

By limiting our framing to "this
product vs that product" or "their
price vs. our price," retailers distract
from the more important questions,
like "How and why would I enjoy this
purchase?"

All sources found in above mentioned meta-analysis: Dunn, E. W., Gilbert, D. T., & Wilson, T. D. (2011). If money doesn't make
you happy, then you probably aren't spending it right. Journal of Consumer Psychology, 21(2), 115–125.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcps.2011.02.002

Adaptability has its benefits:
We tend to overestimate our vulnerability
to negative affect.

Ask yourself, "Is this insurance plan
unnecessary emotional protection?"
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